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Enhanced Promotion Expanded Reach Streamlined Search

Here’s what’s new:

Built-in search engine             

optimization (SEO) makes it 

easier for researchers and 

readers to discover an author’s 

content through external 

search engines like Google.

Peers and other users can find 

your published work through 

intuitive features like automated

content recommendations that  

are based on readers’ activity 

and interests. 

Readers will locate your content 

quickly with improved search 

capabilities, such as auto-

complete, highlighted search 

terms, filtering to accessible  

content, and more search filters.

Your Published Research 
Has a New Home
Introducing an advanced platform to support 
advanced research

Wiley Online Library has migrated to a new flexible, forward-facing publishing platform hosted on Atypon, the 
leading scientific and scholarly digital platform provider.

This transition is part of a larger commitment to enhance the technology that supports our extensive breadth of 
scholarly content. Our goal is to drive impact and engagement, and make it easier for users to access the most 
relevant content.

The new  platform enables authors to focus on publishing research and advancing knowledge within their fields 
while realizing greater support to connect readers to their work. With features that help readers to locate the 
right content, authors can feel confident that their findings will be highly discoverable to everyone who needs 
them. 
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Connect Your Readers to  
Relevant Content

Drive Engagement & 
Promote Discoverability

Experience a Fluid  
& Intuitive Platform

• Experience improved search
capabilities that make it easier
for readers to find your content

 

• Improve the way readers receive
information with ranked and
topically relevant content

 

• Discover most accessed,
most cited, and most recent
articles, in our journals

 
 

• Attract new readers from within
Wiley Online Library through
content recommendations

• Maximize discoverability with
capabilities that make your
article more SEO-friendly

• Disseminate your research
throughout the community
with features like social media
sharing

• Deliver your article on any device.
The entire platform is optimized
for desktop, tablet, and mobile
browsers

• Benefit from continual updates,
without having to manually
upgrade any software

• Provide an ideal experience to
readers through the fresh, modern,
and responsive design

Wiley Online Library | Platform Migration

enhanced functionality and user experiences.

To experience the new Wiley Online Library, visit: 
onlinelibrary.wiley.com
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Seamless Migration
Wiley’s highest priority has been to ensure  a successful transition across all major functions and departments of the 
organization.

Long-term planning and testing, dedicated support, and the reliability of our new platform has enabled  a seamless 

What this means to you:

1,600+
Journals

20,000+
Online Books

6,000,000+
Articles

Wiley Online Library by the Numbers:
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